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Extended Abstract
The success of Voice-over-IP technology will crucially depend on the provision
of a certain level of perceptual speech quality. In this paper we demonstrate that
keeping as much corrupted speech data as possible results in a major step towards
this goal. To this end, we explore the combination of two key factors which influence the speech quality as perceived by the user: networking methods and signal
processing algorithms. We present three strategies of dealing with voice packets
that have been damaged by bit errors. The performance of these strategies is assessed using the standardized PESQ-algorithm. Results of extensive simulations
give a detailed insight into the behavior of the different strategies and thus prove
that corrupted speech data in fact have to be considered useful.
In general, we identify four major components that contribute to the speech quality as perceived by the user: network mechanisms and parameters, signal processing techniques, like speech coding or packet loss concealment, issues concerning
the user terminal, and aspects with regard to the user him- or herself. Our approach
uses the combination of signal processing and networking techniques, exploring
their joint influence on the perceived speech quality. In particular, we deal with the
avoidance of voice packet losses caused by bit errors on a wireline or wireless link.
The IP/UDP/RTP protocol stack is widely used for real-time communications
over the Internet. Normally, all packets that are damaged by bit errors are dropped
by routers or gateways due to incorrect checksums. In order to provide some flexibility concerning the coverage of the UDP checksum, UDP-lite [6] has been developed. This modified UDP protocol allows for a UDP checksum calculation covering an arbitrary length of its payload. Hence, corrupted speech data can be used
for speech signal recovery. Using the UDP-lite approach for our work, we compare
three strategies of dealing with bit errors within IP-packets (cf table 1):
• Strategy 1 represents the usual IP/UDP/RTP packet transport. The UDP-lite
checksum covers the entire packet (576 bits), thus the packet is dropped if any
of its bits is damaged.
• In strategy 2, a packet is only dropped if the header information is damaged.
The speech decoder is notified, if perceptually sensitive bits are damaged, but
the speech data bits are available for speech frame recovery.
• In strategy 3, all of the damaged data is used without notifying the speech
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codec about errors, and packets are only dropped if the header information is
damaged.
For our simulations, we have chosen the 12.2 kbps mode of the 3GPP/ETSI
adaptive multi-rate (AMR) speech codec [2]. This codec features an internal packet
loss concealment algorithm that compensates for lost speech frames. Regarding bit
errors, uneven level protection distinguishes between the perceptual impact of the
speech data bits. “Class A bits” are most sensitive, whereas “Class C bits” are least
sensitive to errors. Following the recommendation of the AMR error concealment
specification [3], the “SPEECH BAD” flag should be set at the receiver in the case
of a lost speech frame, and if class A data has been corrupted in order to spawn the
internal error concealment.
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2
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330

TABLE 1: Packet drop strategies and corresponding UDP-lite checksum coverage.

The dropping strategies described above have been simulated in MatLab. Phonetically rich speech samples from the Speechdat-AT database [1], which has been
collected at our institute, are coded using the ETSI implementation of the AMR
codec [4]. Voice data packetization is simulated according to the bandwidth efficient payload mode as defined in [7], using a single speech frame per packet with
respect to the strong delay constraints concerning conversational speech transmission. Bitstreams are generated according to the dropping strategies for a series of
bit error rates in the range of 10−5 to 10−3 . After decoding these bitstreams, the
resulting speech quality is estimated by the PESQ-algorithm [5] which provides acceptable accuracy for the degradation factors in the investigated strategies [5].
Figure 1 shows a typical example of our simulation results. Besides the qualitative observation that the use of damaged speech data improves the overall speech
quality, we can state an improvement of almost half a PESQ mean opinion score
(MOS) value at higher bit rates compared to normal IP-transmission. This behavior
can be observed throughout our simulation results and demonstrates that the use of
all available data without indicating errors provides better performance than the use
of information concerning corrupted sensitive data. Additionally, informal listening
tests confirm this conclusion.
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F IGURE 1: Estimated perceived speech quality vs. bit error rate
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